Abstract-In this paper, an adaptive method of cancellation of parasitic vibrations is presented for a self-mixing (SM) interferometric laser vibration sensor that has been coupled with a solid-state accelerometer (SSA). Previously, this was achieved using a precalibration of phase and gain mismatches over the complete bandwidth of the instrument. Such a precalibration is not only tedious to execute but also hinders a mass production of the instrument as every SSA-SM sensor couple requires customized calibration. On the other hand, the proposed method does not require any precalibration as it uses an adaptive filter that self-tunes to match any unknown phase and gain differences between the SSA and the SM sensor. Two different adaptive algorithms, namely, recursive least squares (RLS) and least mean squares ( 
in coupling a solid-state accelerometer (SSA) with an SM vibration sensor [14] . The SSA then measures any extraneous/parasitic vibrations affecting the SM laser sensor. It then becomes possible to correct the corrupted measurement of SM sensor, even in real-time [15] . Such a scheme thus potentially enables the use of SM metric sensors for embedded/industrial applications.
However, it needs to be highlighted that the SSA-SM sensor required a precalibration of its full bandwidth before actual use [14] . Such a precalibration is mandatory in order to match the phase and gain differences between the SSA and the SM sensor. A phase and gain equalization filter was then designed in light of the precalibration [14] , [15] . Otherwise, a correction of parasitic vibrations becomes ineffective.
This precalibration, done by mechanically shaking the SSA-SM sensor head over a whole range of frequencies covering its operating bandwidth, can pose four problems. First, it becomes tedious as well as cumbersome as each and every SSA-SM couple must be mounted and shaken for its precalibration. This can then hinder a mass production of such an instrument. Second, the mechanical resonances affecting the shaker used for the precalibration can falsify the extraction of phase and gain parameters. Third, the phase and gain equalization filter would need to be individually designed for every SSA-SM couple. Consequently, any imprecision either in the extraction of phase and gain parameters or in the design of equalization filter causes added residual error. Fourth, any subsequent mismatches due to aging or component change would necessitate recalibration of the instrument.
Therefore, in order to resolve all of these problems, in this paper, a method is proposed that enables cancellation of parasitic vibrations without needing any precalibration of the device. This is achieved by incorporating a self-tuning adaptive filter. Two different adaptive algorithms have been tested, each providing different performance characteristics. The resulting sensor can thus adapt itself to the parasitic vibrations and provide corrected results after achieving convergence in an autonomous manner.
A schematic block diagram of the adaptive SSA-SM sensor is shown in Fig. 1 . The SSA-SM sensor was mounted on a mechanical shaker (excited at different frequencies) in order to undergo parasitic vibrations, denoted by D s (t). A piezoelectric transducer (PZT) acted as a vibrating target as well as a reference sensor, denoted by D PZT (t). A photograph of the SSA-SM sensor can be seen in Fig. 2 . This paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction to SM interferometry is provided in Section II. Then, the signal processing of the adaptive SSA-SM sensor is elaborated in Section III. The simulated and experimental results are given in Section IV, followed by the discussion and conclusion in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. SELF-MIXING INTERFEROMETRY
The SM phenomenon happens in a laser when a part of the beam backscattered by a target is fed back into the active laser cavity, thereby causing interference with the emitted beam, which modifies the laser wavelength and output power. The variations in the optical output power P(t) caused by this optical feedback can be written as [1] 
where P 0 is the emitted optical power under free-running conditions, m is the modulation index, and x F (t) is the laser output phase in the presence of feedback, given by
where D(t) is the target displacement. Under optical feedback, x F (t) is determined by the wellestablished Lang-Kobayashi model [16] , given as where α is the so-called Henry's factor [17] , also known as the linewidth enhancement factor [18] , C is the feedback coupling factor [19] , also known as Acket's parameter [20] , [21] that determines the SM operating regime [22] , and x 0 (t) is the laser output phase in the absence of feedback, found by replacing λ F (t) with λ in (2), where λ is the laser diode (LD) emission wavelength under free-running conditions.
III. SIGNAL PROCESSING
The signal processing of adaptive SSA-SM sensor (see Fig. 3 ) can be grouped into three major parts, as explained in the following.
A. Self-Mixing Interferometric Signal
The SM interferometric signal corresponds to the signal P(t). Traditionally, P(t) is easily acquired using the built-in photodiode (PD) found inside the LD package (see Fig. 1 ). This SM interferometric signal can then be processed to recover the corresponding displacement or vibration signal. In this paper, we have used the phase unwrapping method (PUM) offering a precision of λ/16 for displacement retrieval [23] . Note that for experimental SM signal acquisitions, the PUM automatically takes care of any variations in P(t) caused by possible changes in system parameters, such as injection current, feedback strength, and target external cavity length, through the use of an automatic gain control stage [23] .
Note that as shown in Fig. 3 , the SM-signal-based measurement is denoted by D (t) because it represents the sum of true target motion and parasitic motion, i.e.,
It may be noted that it is assumed for the rest of this paper that the parasitic vibrations disturbing the SSA-SM sensor are of such an amplitude that the total motion does not influence the laser source and feedback based system parameters (e.g., C and α). It will be seen later in this paper that this assumption holds true for experimental SM signals acquired in the presence of parasitic vibrations.
B. Acceleration Signal
As already mentioned, the extraneous vibration affecting the sensor [noted as D s (t)] is measured by using an SSA. For this purpose, the acceleration signal a cc (t) is bandpass filtered and double integrated (as shown in Fig. 3 ). The bandpass filtering is done so that low-frequency drifts that can cause offsets in the subsequent integration steps as well as high-frequency acceleration signal saturation can be dealt with effectively.
C. Adaptive Filter
An adaptive filter is a self-designing and time-varying system that continuously adapts/tunes its filter coefficients by following an adaptive algorithm with an aim of minimizing a cost/error function. Among other applications, such filters have been used for noise and echo cancellation [24] .
In our case, the adaptive filter iteratively tunes itself by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) based on e(t) = D (t) − D s (t) (see Fig. 3 ). For statistically stationary inputs, the filter is said to have converged (i.e., tuned or designed) when it achieves the minimum MSE. Afterward, it continues to perform its task (in our case, parasitic vibration cancellation) as long as the inputs retain their statistical nature. However, in the case of change in the nature of inputs, the filter starts adapting itself to the new situation and again achieves convergence to perform its task. For the present proof of concept, a transversal finite impulse response (FIR) adaptive filter structure has been evaluated using two different adaptive algorithms [least mean squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS)] as detailed in the following.
1) Least Mean Squares Algorithm:
The LMS algorithm, known for its simplicity, stability, and robustness [24] , belongs to the class of adaptive filters that adapts the filter coefficients by minimizing the MSE signal, where the error signal is the difference between the desired signal and the input signal, as defined below.
In terms of adaptive filter terminology, the error e(n) between the desired and weighted input signals is given by [24] 
In our case, the corrupted signal D (t) becomes desired signal d(n) and the parasitic signal D s (t) becomes the input signal X (n).
The filter coefficients in the LMS algorithm are updated by
For a given order of the filter N, the rate of convergence and filter's stability are determined by the step size (or convergence factor) denoted by μ , determined by 0 < μ < 1 (N + 1) P av (6) where P av is the average power (W) of input signal D s (t). Thus, the LMS filter's stability and convergence rate become a function of average power of signal.
2) Recursive Least Squares Algorithm:
The RLS adaptive algorithm recursively adapts the filter coefficients in order to minimize a weighted linear least squares cost function with respect to the input signal. The RLS algorithm is known for its excellent performance while working in a time-varying (nonstationary) environment but at the cost of increased computational complexity and some stability constraints [25] .
RLS filter coefficients are updated by
where k(n) is the filter gain given by
where is the adaptation factor and ∅ yy is the correlation matrix, initially set to identity matrix δI, and is recursively updated by
Thus, the major difference between the LMS and RLS algorithms is the use of ∅ yy in the correction term of the RLS algorithm that helps in achieving better convergence rate by decorrelating the successive inputs [25] .
IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup deployed for the validation of adaptive SSA-SM sensor has been schematized in Fig. 1 . The employed SSA is an SF1500 accelerometer from Colibrys (a typical noise resolution of 0.3 μg/Hz 1/2 and a full-scale range of ±3g). The SM sensor uses a Sanyo DL7140 LD (λ = 785 nm) with an output power of 50 mW. The SSA was glued on the SM sensor laser head so that it could measure as correctly as possible the parasitic movement D s (t) undergone by the SM sensor head.
The SSA-SM sensor head (an approximate size of 3 cm × 6 cm) was mounted on a mechanical shaker (Fig. 2) that was used to generate vibrations disturbing the sensor. A commercial PZT actuator from Physik Instrumente (P753.2CD) served as the target. This device also has a built-in capacitive feedback sensor with a 2-nm resolution that served as a reference sensor for the PZT target movement D PZT (t). It thus allowed the calculation of error between the corrected signal D c (t) and the reference motion D PZT (t).
Simulated and experimental tests conducted using RLS and LMS algorithms to validate the utility of adaptive filter for the cancellation of parasitic vibrations corrupting the SM sensor output are detailed in the following.
B. Results of Simulated Signals
In order to test if an adaptive filter can allow parasitic vibration cancellation in an SM vibration sensor, various simulation-based cases were evaluated using LMS and RLS algorithms, as detailed below.
First, it was simulated to test if the adaptive filter can tune itself to provide correction if the target and the sensor are both vibrating at two different frequencies. Fig. 4 represents such a case where the target vibration is at f PZT = 85 Hz with a peak-to-peak amplitude A p−p = 5 μm, while parasitic vibration disturbing the sensor is at f s = 52 Hz again with A p−p = 5 μm. The corresponding SM signal with C = 1.5 and α = 5, simulated by employing the SM behavioral model [26] is shown in Fig. 4(a) .The corrupted signal D (t) is shown in Fig. 4(b) . After the convergence of the adaptive filter, corrected vibration D c (t) matches very well with the reference target vibration D PZT (t) shown in Fig. 4(d) . The error between the corrected and reference target motion Fig. 4 (e) which has the rms values of 4.41 nm (LMS) and 13.2 nm (RLS).
Second, it was simulated to test if the adaptive filter can provide acceptable correction if multiple parasitic harmonic vibrations disturb the SM vibration sensor. Fig. 5 represents such a case where the parasitic vibrations disturbing the SM sensor are at f s = 61-122-305-427 Hz, while the target vibration is at f PZT = 81 Hz. As a consequence, the vibration retrieved through the SM signal is heavily corrupted, as seen in Fig. 5(b) . However, the corrected vibration D c (t) again matches very well with D PZT (t), as shown in Fig. 5(d) , with the rms errors of 8.82 nm (LMS) and 12.2 nm (RLS).
Various other simulations were also performed (see Table I ). All of these gave satisfactory results thereby validating the use of adaptive filter in the absence of precalibration. It may be noted that all results (simulated as well as experimental) based on the RLS algorithm used a constant filter order N R L S of 35 and an adaptation factor of 1. On the other hand, the filter order N LMS and the convergence factor μ of the LMS algorithm were varied for each case due to reasons detailed later on in Section V.
C. Results of Experimental Signals
Using the experimental setup already detailed, many experimental signals were acquired to validate the principle. The experimental acquisitions are at the same frequencies as already used in the simulated signals. Thus, it would be possible to make a meaningful comparison between the simulated and experimental cases.
t). (d) Corrected vibration D c (t) [LMS (blue curve) and RLS (green curve)] and reference vibration D PZT (t) (dotted red curve). (e) Error ε(t) = D PZT (t) − −D c (t) [LMS (blue curve) and RLS (green dotted curve)] over
Therefore, first, the PZT vibration was set at f PZT = 85 Hz with A p−p = 5 μm, while parasitic vibration disturbing the sensor is at f s = 52 Hz with A p−p = 7 μm (measured by SF1500 SSA). The corresponding experimental SM signal is shown in Fig. 6(a) , which has been unwrapped using the PUM to provide D (t) as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In spite of the higher vibration amplitudes, the use of adaptive filter has corrected it to provide D c (t), which matches very well with the reference target capacitive feedback sensor vibration D PZT (t) shown in Fig. 6 Fig. 6(e) with the rms values of 13.6 nm (LMS) and 16.9 nm (RLS).
(d). The error ε(t) = D PZT (t) − D c (t) is shown in
Second, an experiment was conducted for the case where the shaker is excited by 229 Hz, while the PZT target was excited by a signal composed of 59-118-295-413 Hz (see Fig. 7 ). In spite of the fact that this case is more complicated than the previous case, still a good correction has been achieved with the rms errors of 18.2 nm (LMS) and 20.5 nm (RLS).
Third, an experiment was conducted to see if multiple parasitic harmonic vibrations disturbing the SM vibration sensor can also be cancelled using the proposed methods. Finally, the results of these and all other experimental cases are presented in Table II . 
(d) Corrected vibration D c (t) [LMS (blue curve) and RLS (green curve)] and reference capacitive feedback sensor vibration D PZT (t) (red dotted curve). (e) Error ε(t) = D PZT (t) − D c (t)
[LMS (blue curve) and RLS (green dotted curve)] over 20-500 Hz.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Performance of LMS-Algorithm-Based Adaptive System
A comparison of Tables I and II indicates that the error values are expectedly higher for experimental signals compared with simulated signals due to the addition of different error sources, such as the imprecision of the SM displacement retrieval method and the imprecision of the SSA measuring the parasitic movement, the noise of electronic circuits and data acquisition path, and so on. Similarly, the filter orders of the LMS algorithm are generally higher for the experimental signal acquisitions compared with the filter orders of the LMS algorithm for the simulated signals for the same reasons.
It can be seen from Tables I and II that LMS-based optimal correction is achieved only when its parameters such as N LMS and μ are adjusted as a function of input signal's power P av as per (6) .
In order to achieve optimal correction results, note that the filter order for any given signal was kept on increasing so long as final error kept on reducing while maintaining a stable convergence of the algorithm. Thus, the highest filter order leading to the lowest errors are reported. For such a filter order, the final error of the adaptive system reaches the noise floor. Subsequently, any further increase in filter order would not lead to an improvement in the final error results.
An analysis of tabulated results also brings forth the relationship between filter order, convergence factor, and input signal power for an LMS-based adaptive FIR filter. It can be seen in Table II that higher filter orders result in smaller convergence factors, which cause slower convergence. On the other hand, average power of signal also affects the conver- gence factor. For example, the 143-46 Hz case has larger convergence factor compared with the-73 Hz case even though the filter order is the same. This is due to the difference in their respective average powers. Therefore, it is both filter order and average signal power that determine stable convergence of the LMS adaptive filter. 
B. Performance of RLS-Algorithm-Based Adaptive System
In the case of RLS-algorithm-based SSA-SM sensor, parasitic vibration correction is independent of parameter adjustment. Thus, its filter order N R L S and adaptation factor can be kept constant for all the cases irrespective of input signal's power. This makes it suitable for practical real-time experimental measurement scenarios, as it requires no intervention in terms of its parameters. As a result, the SSA-SM sensor using this adaptive filter is then able to work autonomously while delivering comparable measurement precision at even better convergence rate.
C. Comparison of LMS-and RLS-Based Systems
A comparison of rate of convergence of the LMS and RLS algorithms is shown in Fig. 10 , which uses the experimental data of the f s = 92 Hz and f PZT = 65 Hz case. When the performance of the RLS algorithm is compared with that of the LMS algorithm for the same filter of 80, then it is seen that the RLS algorithm achieves convergence at a better rate (e.g., 173 iterations for RLS and 1100 iterations for LMS for the filter order of 80, leading to the rms errors of 14.7 and 28.9 nm, respectively). Focusing only on the LMS algorithm, the impact of choosing higher filter order (leading to smaller error) on the convergence time (causing slower convergence) of the LMS-algorithm-based adaptive filter is also depicted in Fig. 10 . Here, the filter roughly took 3700 iterations to reach convergence resulting in a final rms error of 12.5 nm for N LMS = 400.
Thus, the use of RLS algorithm has resulted in achieving convergence after 17.3 ms. For an input sampling rate of 10 000 samples per second, equating to a total computational time per iteration of 0.1 ms in the context of a real-time system, the adaptive SSA-SM system achieves convergence in 17.3 ms for the RLS algorithm for the above-mentioned case. Even in the worst case (i.e., the use of LMS algorithm with N LMS = 400), convergence is achieved after 0.37 s, thereby underlining the performance of the adaptive filter scheme.
Regarding measurement precision, the results of the RLS and LMS algorithms are almost comparable to each other with minor differences (see Tables I and II ). Yet, we can claim that the performance of the RLS algorithm is better than that of the LMS algorithm because the filter order of the RLS algorithm is very small compared with that of the LMS algorithm, and it achieves convergence at a faster rate without any external intervention. However, this superior performance of RLS is attained at the expense of a large increase in computational complexity, as detailed below.
The complexity level of the RLS algorithm requires a total of 4N 2 + 4N + 2 multiplications (division counted as multiplication), while that of the LMS algorithm requires 2N + 1 multiplications only, where N is the filter's order [27] .
The advantage of the LMS algorithm is its simple structure requiring only vector operations as seen in (4) and (5) . The RLS algorithm, on other hand, is much more complex, requiring the calculation and updating of the input autocorrelation matrix as seen in (7)- (9) .
D. Comparison With Precalibration-Based System
Finally, a comparison can be made between the performance of the adaptive-filter-based instrument and that of the previously proposed precalibration-based instrument [12] . Note that the last column of Table II cites the published results of Zabit et al. [14] and that they have used the same experimental signal acquisitions for this paper. It can be seen that the proposed method enables the improved mean rms errors of 19.1and 20.2 nm for LMS and RLS, respectively, compared with the precalibration-based results having a mean rms error of 24.7 nm.
It thus highlights the performance of the adaptive-filterbased instrument, which not only removes the problems involved in the design of precalibration-based instrument but also leads to better correction results. This improved performance of the adaptive-filter-based instrument can be explained by the absence of errors caused by imprecision either in the extraction of phase and gain parameters or in the design of equalization filter. Furthermore, by its very nature, at any given time, the adaptive filter is able to concentrate its attenuation over a very small set of frequencies, whereas the equalization filter provides equally weighted attenuation over the whole operating bandwidth of the instrument. Thus, except for the cases where f s = f PZT , which cannot be solved by an adaptive filter, the proposed method not only helps to avoid the difficulties associated with precalibration but also provides on average better measurement precision.
Finally, the simple and computationally light LMS-based adaptive filter would only be suitable for a real-time system implementation without external intervention if additional processing was incorporated in it to adjust filter order and convergence factor as a function of input signal's power. Such an obstacle is completely removed if the RLS algorithm is deployed as it requires no external intervention and works optimally in an autonomous manner.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it has been demonstrated that the use of adaptive filters can allow us to design a laser vibration sensor that can provide correct measurements even when the sensor itself is disturbed by extraneous parasitic motion. The use of adaptive filter with an accelerometer coupled SM laser instrument thus potentially allows sensing (without needing any precalibration) in a hostile/embedded environment where such extraneous movements that mechanically disturb the sensor cannot be avoided.
For this purpose, the LMS algorithm was used with a transversal FIR adaptive filter structure. It was chosen over other advanced algorithms as it requires less computational power and memory while achieving the task of parasitic vibration cancellation in a stable manner. However, the main drawback of the LMS algorithm is the difficulty of predefining the value of learning rate or convergence factor μ that ensures the adaptive filter's stability in the case of variations in input signal power, as seen in (6) .
For these reasons, the RLS algorithm would then be the preferable choice for a real-time adaptive SSA-SM sensor as its filter parameters are independent of the input signal's characteristics. Furthermore, it has the superior performance over the LMS algorithm in terms of faster convergence. As the rms error of both algorithms is also comparable, it can be proposed that the RLS algorithm is the better choice but at the cost of additional computational complexity.
The main advantage of the LMS filter is the comparative simplicity of the algorithm. However, for signals with a large eigenvalue spread, it has an uneven and slow convergence rate [25] . In addition, in the case of nonstationary signals with high rate of change, the LMS algorithm can be an unsuitable adaptive solution. On the other hand, the RLS algorithm, with its better convergence rate and less sensitivity to the eigenvalue spread, as well as better performance in the case of nonstationary signals, becomes an even more attractive alternative [25] .
For the different monotone experimental parasitic vibration cases (tabulated in Table II), the proposed method has resulted in a mean rms error in final displacement correction of better than 15 nm. It is a noteworthy result as it is a precision value similar to what can be obtained with an SM sensor using the PUM in the absence of parasitic vibrations. That is, for monotone parasitic vibrations, the adaptive SSA-SM system has provided almost ideal correction.
